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SUMMARY
COVID-19, lockdown and air quality (NO & NO2)
Power generation emissions
St. John’s Road, Edinburgh and traffic emissions
Greenhouse gases and climate change
 Solutions
 Dr. Massimo Vieno’s video (UKCEK Edinburgh)

Coronavirus
impact seen
from space.
Wuhan

Satellites detect
striking reductions
in pollution across
China (~10–30%).
Date and Time (Original)
2020:05:15 08:00:26

NO2 in the troposphere: Showing the main regions contributing to the release of NOx

• Fossil fuel combustion: Greens and reds in industrial areas
• Biomass burning: Green areas over Central Africa
• Ship emissions: Cyan tracks in oceans

Ferrybridge, Eggborough and
Drax Coal Fired Power
Stations, Yorkshire, 2009
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Edinburgh
St. John's Rd.
Kerbside

Massimo
Vieno

Vertical domain
ranges from
~45 m for
the first
surface
layer
up to
~16 km
at 100hPa.

Chemical
scheme has
72 species and 137 reactions.

The EMEP4UK
atmospheric
chemistry
transport
model
simulates
hourly
to annual
average
atmospheric
composition
and deposition of
various pollutants.

Nitrogen monoxide (NO μg/m3)

Apple’s three
mobility
indexes of
public
transport,
driving and
walking
aggregated
into a single
index.
The highest
mobility peak
in Edinburgh
(especially for
walking)
occurred on
Saturday 8th
Feb, 2020 –
the day of the
Calcutta Cup
match at
Murrayfield.
Early-March

Late-April
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COVID-19 and
climate change

A repurposed image
with Mackay’s moniker
cropped out, appeared
in wide circulation on
various social media
platforms. Mackay
decided to create an
authorized version
bearing his signature.

2nd and 3rd waves

The third wave.
Revised &
authorized.

Global
climate
strike,
Brisbane

“Sorry,
but
the
Virus
Shows
Why
There
Won’t
Be
Global
Action
on
Climate
Change”

Solutions

AIR POLLUTION

Referendum for a congestion charging
scheme held in 2005.

Proposal rejected by 74% of voters.
In hindsight a simpler, more easily
communicated scheme was needed.

CLIMATE CHANGE

In 2007, BC's premier, Gordon Campbell
with California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
pledged to fight global warming: introducing

Revenue neutral carbon pricing
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From Annex to the AQEG
report: Estimation of
changes in air pollution
emissions, concentrations
and exposure during the
COVID-19 outbreak, UK.

Edinburgh's Low
Emission Zone
Who is restricted?

All non-compliant vehicles would be
restricted from the inner (city centre)
zone but only non-compliant buses and
commercial vehicles from the outer zone.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Jan to Feb
2020, the most
recent period for
which data is
available, the
ULEZ is estimated
to have reduced
mean NO 2
concentrations by
29 µgm-3, a
reduction of

37%.

COVID-19: A unique opportunity - an incredible “natural experiment”
Air pollution globally: NOx down -60%, Particulates down -30%
UK power consumption: Down 20% overall (but up in residential areas)
Edinburgh road traffic emissions: (NO, NO2) down -87%
Mobility in Edinburgh: Still very low compared to other European cities
Global CO2 emissions: Only minor drop -17%, already above normal in China
Solutions: CARBON PRICING (as in British Columbia); ULEZ (as in London)
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